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INTRODUCTION

The biological effects of radionuclides incorporated into mammalian
cells are of considerable interest for radiation biology and radiation
protection. When radionuclides decay by electron capture or internal
conversion an inner-atomic-shell vacancy is created. The subsequent
Auger transitions produce numerous low-energy electrons whose ranges are
of subcellular dimensions in tissue-equivalent matter (1,2). When such
Auger emitters are localized on or near the DNA of cell nuclei, severe
biological effects are observed, both in vitro and in vivo (2—4),
reminiscent of alpha particles of - high linear energy transfer (LET).
Indeed, recent experiments with the 5.3-MeV alpha emitter Po-210,
intracellularly localized, clearly showed that its lethal effects were
essentially the same as those of DNA-incorporated 1-125, a prolific
Auger emitter (5,6). The relatively high radiotoxicity of Auger
emitters has been attributed to the highly localized energy density in
the immediate vicinity of their decay sites (7). A more detailed
understanding of the equivalent lethality of high-LET alpha particles
and DNA-bound Auger emitters may come from track-structure calculations
which provide information on the number of direct physical interactions
and subsequent indirect chemical interactions with the DNA molecule
(7,8). Accordingly, track-structure calculations for a variety of
medical and environmental radionuclides (Fe-55. In-Ill. 1-125. Pt-193m,
Pt-195m) which emit different numbers of Auger electrons are considered
in this work and compared with those for alpha particle tracks.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF AUGER CASCADES

Simulation of the nuclear and atomic events associated with the
decay of several Auger-electron-emitting radionuclides was accomplished
using Monte Carlo calculational techniques described in detail elsewhere
(9,10). Briefly, at any stage of the radionuclide decay, the simulated
decay process proceeds randomly by selecting a transition from the set
of all allowed transitions for the nuclear as well as atomic
configuration at that stage. As the random selections are made, data
concerning the emitted radiations are recorded. This random selection
process continues until the ground state of the isotope is reached.

Calculations of the energies of Auger electrons produced from a
number of decays have been performed for the radionuclides Pt-195m,
Pt-193m, 1-125. In-Ill, and Fe-55. The Monte Carlo radiation transport
code OREC (8.11-13) has been used to transport the electrons produced
during the Auger cascades through liquid water surrounding the decay
site and to calculate the physical and chemical interactions produced.
In this code, a charged particle and all of its secondary electrons are
followed, and the location and type of each inelastic energy loss event
is recorded. These physical events occur within 10"1Bs and produce
excited or ionized water molecules and subexcitation electrons. The
program then calculates the location and identity of each reactive
chemical species that is produced by 10~12s. These chemical species are
then followed as they undergo diffusive motion and react with each other
or with solute molecules that may be present. ' An example of such a
calculation is shown in Figure 1.

In order to estimate the interactions that might be produced with a
DNA molecule, a very simple model has been assumed. A segment of
double-stranded DNA is represented as a right circular cylinder of
radius 1 nm with "sugar" and "base" reactive sites alternating along two
helical strands on the surface. Each strand makes one turn in 3.4 nm
and has 20 reactive sites per turn. A description of this simple model
has been published (8).

For the purposes of this paper two types of interactions with the
DNA are considered. During the charged-particle transport the DNA
cylinder is treated as though it were water, and if an inelastic energy
loss event occurs within the cylinder it is considered to represent a
"direct" physical event. No attempt is made to further characterize the
event or its consequences. In our calculations there is no limit to the
number of these direct events. An "indirect" chemical event is
considered to result when a reactive chemical species interacts with a
"sugar" or "base" site on the DNA. Only one indirect event can occur
with a "sugar" or "base," and hence the maximum number of indirect
events is the number of sugars and bases. Although no attempt is made
to identify the consequences of these direct or indirect events, it is
interesting to compare the relative numbers of such events for various
types of radiation.



RESULTS

Calculations have been performed of the transport of the electrons
produced during Auger cascades from decay of the radionuclides Fe-55,
In-Ill. 1-125. Pt-193m. and Pt-195m. In order to get a feeling for the
relative density of reactive chemical species produced during such
cascades, the positions of chemical species from representative decays
are plotted in Figure 2. In the four quadrants of the figure the dots
represent the initial positions of the reactive chemical species OH.
H 30

+. H, and the hydrated electron e~ at 10~12s before appreciable
aq

diffusion has occurred. In each case the positions of the sugar and
base sites on the two strands of the DNA are also shown. The
radionuclide decay site is taken to be on the surface of the cylinder,
i.e. 1 nm from the axis. In the lower right quadrant the positions of
chemical species produced by a 5.3-MeV alpha particle passing
perpendicular to the DNA cylinder are shown. It should be noted that
there is significant statistical variation in the Auger cascades. In
each case we have taken examples of decays that have produced average
numbers of chemical species.

Figure 3 shows the initial distribution of chemical species around
the site of the decay of 1-125. It shows the number of each of the 4
reactive species in concentric spherical shells of thickness 1 nm
centered at the decay site. The hydrated electrons peak somewhat
further from the decay site than the other species.

We consider now the number of events that would be produced on IMA
as a result of the decay of an Auger emitter. Table I shows the number
of direct physical and indirect chemical events that would be produced
with a segment of DNA by the decay of various Auger emitters located on
the surface at the middle of the cylinder, 1 nm from the cylinder axis.
For comparison, similar information is shown for 5.3-MeV alpha particles
passing perpendicular to the DNA and 1 nm from the axis of the cylinder
and also for 5.3-MeV alpha particles emitted isotropically from a point
on the surface at the middle of the cylinder. The radionuclide Po-210
emits a 5.3-MeV alpha particle when it decays, and other studies (5,6)
have shown that biological effects similar to those from 1-125 decay are
produced (3).

Table !'• Numbers of direct physical and indirect chemical
interactions produced on DNA by Auger emitters located on the
surface of the 1-nm radius DNA cylinder compared with those
from 5.3-MeV alpha particles passing 1 nm from the center of
the DNA cylinder perpendicular to its axis and with 5.3-HeV
alpha particles emitted isotropically at 1 nra from the center
of the DNA.

Direct Indirect

Pt-195m 36 56
Pt-193m 35 52
1-125 21 44
In-111 11 30
Fe-55 5 18
5.3-MeV alpha perpendicular 4 29
5.3-MeV alpha isotropic 4 18



Figure 4 shows the total number (direct plus indirect) of DNA
interactions produced by the decay of various radionuclides as a
function of the distance of the decay site from the center of the DNA.
Also shown are the number of DNA interactions from 5.3-MeV alpha
particles passing perpendicular to the DNA cylinder at various distances
from the axis and from 5.3-MeV alpha particles emitted isotropically
from points the same distances from the center of the DNA.

CONCLUSIONS

The essentially simultaneous emission of electrons from an Auger
cascade produces a very high energy density within a few nanometers of
the decay site. If the Auger emitter is attached to the DNA it can
produce damage to the DNA similar to that of a high-LET charged
particle. Although the model for DNA used in this paper is very
simplistic, it is interesting to compare the relative numbers of
interactions produced by various radiations.

Experimental results discussed elsewhere (5,6) indicate that the
effects of 1-125 decay and Po-210 decay producing 5.3-MeV alpha
particles have similar biological effects. However, the calculations in
this paper indicate that more DNA interactions are produced per decay by
the 1-125 than the Po-210. Thus one might expect the 1-125 to produce
more biological effects. However, the alpha particles have a range of
~50 micrometers in unit density matter and will pass entirely through a
cell and may interact with the DNA in several places, whereas the high
energy density regions from the 1-125 decay are confined to only a few
nanometers.
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Fig. 1. Example of the chemical evolution in the track of a 4-keV electron in pure water from 10'12 s to
1(T s, when intratrack radical reactions are essentially complete. In these stereo views the electron starts.
moving upward at the intersection of the axes and stops above, where the familiar "darker" end of the
track is seen. Each dot represents an individual reactant produced by the electron or one of its
secondary electrons. Intratrack reactions reduce the original number of reactants at 1(T12 s fiom
N = 924 to N = 4G3 at W 7 s.
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Fig. 2. Initial positions of reactive chemical species produced by representative examples of Auger cascades from
the decay of the radionuclides Fe-55, In-Il l , and 1-125. Sugar and base sites on two helical strands of
a segment of DNA are also shown. The decay site is on the surface at the middle of the cylindrical
segment of DNA. The lower right quadrant shows the initial positions of chemical species produced by
the passage of a 5.3-MeV alpha particle perpendicular to and at the middle of the DNA segment.
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Fig. 3. Average number of chemical species initially produced in spherical shells of thickness
1 nm centered at the decay site of 1-125 Auger emitter.
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Fig. 4. Average number of DNA interactions (direct plus indirect) produced by decay of
various radionuclides at different distances from the center of a cylindrical segment
of DNA and also produced by 5.3-MeV alpha particles passing perpendicular to the
DNA cylinder or emitted isotropically from points at various distances from the center
of the DNA cylinder.


